Description: The Center for American Democracy at IRiSS invites applications for small grants to support survey experiments in the social sciences. The grants will help cover the cost of conducting public opinion surveys with embedded experiments in the United States. The maximum size of a small grant is $2,000.

Eligibility: Applicants must be Stanford PhD students in Anthropology, Communication, Economics, Political Science, Psychology, Sociology, the Law School, the Graduate School of Education, or the Graduate School of Business.

Application: To apply, fill out the webform at https://bit.ly/2S8vgj0. On the webform, you will:

- Provide your contact information
- Upload a proposal (maximum 4 pages) that presents your research question, states your hypotheses, and describes the experiments you would like to run. Indicate how many respondents you need, where you will get them, and how much they will cost.
- Indicate how much you are requesting from the Center for American Democracy (maximum $2,000). For projects that require more than $2,000, identify other sources of funding that could supplement a small grant from the Center for American Democracy.
- Applications do not require a letter of recommendation, but you must list one faculty member who has agreed to help mentor the research you are proposing to conduct.

Deadline: Applications are due on January 15, 2020. Decisions will be announced in late January.

Engagement: We will invite all grant recipients to become graduate fellows of the Center for American Democracy. Graduate fellows will meet occasionally over lunch to share findings from their research and get feedback from other students and faculty.

Within one year of receiving the grant, recipients must submit a brief summary of their survey experiment findings. The summary can be a research paper, article, or blog post, which we will publicize on the Center's website.

Please contact Program Manager Isabel Lopez (imlopez@stanford.edu) with any questions.